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Questions??? 

#crcsi 



The Outline 

laugh.learn.love.live #crcsi 



<!– From a Spatial Search 

laugh.learn.love.live 

•  Some kind of query relating to 
spatial data occurs. 

•  P3’s research is happening in 
this zone. 

#crcsi 



Program 3 

laugh.learn.love.live 

•  What are we doing and how are we doing it? 



The Semantic Web 
•  provides standardized way to express relationships 

between information on web pages; 

•  allows machines to understand hyperlinked data; 

•  uses “Smart Data” which contains enough information for 
machines to make inferences. 

•  “a machine processible web of smart data”. 
#crcsi laugh.learn.love.live 



Semantic Web Technologies 

laugh.learn.love.live 

•  Web Platform: HTTP, URI, IRI... 

•  Formats: XML, Turtle, RDFa... 

•  Information exchange: RDF... 

•  Rules & Models: OWL, RDFS, 
SKOS... 

•  Query: SPARQL... 
#crcsi 



Ontology 

laugh.learn.love.live 

•  a framework for representing 
knowledge – it defines the 
types, properties and 

interrelationships of entities in 
the domain. 

#crcsi 



Technologies being implemented 

laugh.learn.love.live 

•  Let’s have a look at Protégé 

#crcsi 







Ontologies, Rules, Processing 
Ontologies: 

•  built by hand; 

•  created from database examination; 

•  future: automated creation with 

human intervention. 

Rules come from: 

•  Geo Naming document; 

•  Other policy documents; 

•  Person’s head. 

Keeping up-to-date: 
•  Generating an ontology of 

source documents and rules. 

Processing & Technologies: •  Fact++; 
•  Pellet; 
•  Ontology consistency checking; •  Pellet reasoning on attributes; and •  Jena 

laugh.learn.love.live #crcsi 



h"ps://www.flickr.com/photos/warzauwynn/	  

Search Technologies 

laugh.learn.love.live #crcsi 

•  Web crawler looking for WMS & WFS services; 

•  Crawler looking for data & generating RDFs; 

•  Crawler generating metadata RDFs. 



RDF Triple Store 

•  is a graphical storage method; 

•  two distinct graphs with consistent subject and object 
identifiers are easily merged; 

•  the same triples in each graph merge transparently. 

laugh.learn.love.live #crcsi 



Merging RDF Triple Stores 

(Segaran,	  Evans	  &	  Taylor,	  2009,	  Programming	  the	  Seman.c	  Web,	  p.	  27)	  

laugh.learn.love.live #crcsi 







RDFs, Ontologies, Processing 

RDFs of: 

•  data created using the crawler; 

•  metadata created using cralwer & other 

technologies (eg Omniscient); 

Processing using: 
•  SPARQL based on query; •  Natural language tools; 

Technologies: 
•  Wordnet; 
•  Python; 
•  JavaScript; 
•  Django; and 
•  more... 

laugh.learn.love.live #crcsi 



On-the-Fly data Federation: Jeremy 

laugh.learn.love.live 

•  Federating multiple uncontrollable 
data sources on-the-fly, per query basis. #crcsi 



laugh.learn.love.live #crcsi 

Ontologies: 

•  built by hand using XSD & WFS 

schema; 

•  FSDF- built by hand based on Paul 

Box & co’s framework; 

•  Using existing SEEGRID ontologies.. 

Rules come from: 

•  Geo Naming document; 

•  Other policy documents; 

•  Person’s head. 

Processing & Technologies: •  Nodes exist; 
•  Pre-processing converting FSDF to XML to D3 format; 
•  Nodes sent to server, names extracted& compared to others for matching based off WFS; 
•  WFS query generated & JSON returned; •  Now in the user’s hands 

Ontologies, Processing & Technologies 



Continuing Research ??? 

laugh.learn.love.live #crcsi 

•  How do we fit it together? 

•  Right time; 

•  Right order; 

•  Right price... 



Conclusion 

laugh.learn.love.live 

•  Semantic web technologies provide an amazing way 
to harness the Internet & WWW. 

•  We have started scratching the surface. 


